CCR/013/2017

To:
- Circuits (CCR)
- FIM paint manufacturers
- CCR Members
- FMNs and CONUs
- FIM Promoters
- FIA

10 novembre 2017

**FIM policy for painting the 2\textsuperscript{nd} part of the FIA-FIM double kerb and the track edges in green (RAL 6029)**

Dear Sir or Madam,

Please note that the FIM CCR, during its last meeting, has decided that the 2\textsuperscript{nd} part of the FIA-FIM double kerb, as well as the edges of the track, have to be painted in green color, for the FIM MotoGP and SBK World Championships.

The edges will be painted with a uniform green color.

See attached examples A
The 2nd part of the FIA-FIM kerb will be painted in green and white, starting with a white triangle on the side of the darkest part of the standard kerb.

See attached examples B
These green parts with or without the white triangle (referring to the former natural or artificial grass) will be considered as a non-authorised part of the track.

Riders exceeding the track limits and using this green part may be penalised by the FIM MotoGP Stewards and by the dedicated Race Directions (SBK, EWC, Moto3 Junior) etc ...

The green color reference of this paint is: green RAL 6029.
This color will be compulsory in 2018 for all circuits where a FIM MotoGP or SBK World Championship round will take place”.

For the other categories (FIM Moto3 Junior, EWC Sidecar), the use of this paint is strongly recommended.

Any further explanation or clarification maybe asked to the respective FIM Safety Officers or officials.

As a reminder, the current FIM approved paints to be used for kerbs, for the white lines along the track, for the starting grid and for any other marking on the track must be one of the following:

DREW PAINTS, INC. 09NS-Series W/B Circuit Marking Paint
SWARCO LIMBOROUTE Circuit line WBP
COLORIFICIO SAMMARINESE Samoline Antiskid paint (8550.0500) “ex-Vernice Autodromo”
COLORIFICIO SAMMARINESE Samoline Starting Grid (white 8555.0050 or black 555.0099)
ORE PEINTURE Race Line
(see the manufacturers’ contact details in enclosure)

The paint application method defined by the manufacturer shall be scrupulously followed.

We remain at your disposal for any additional information you may require.

With best regards,

Paul DUPARC
CCR COORDINATOR

ENCLOSURE: Co-ordinates of paints manufacturers approved by the FIM
SWARCO LIMBOROUTE Circuit line WBP
SWARCO LIMBURGER LACKFABRIK GmbH (Heidi EHLERT)
Robert - Bosch - Straße 17 D - 65582 Diez
Tél. : +49 (0) 6432 / 918422
Fax : +49 (0) 6432 / 918418
info.limburgerlackfabrik@swarco.com

SAMOLINE ANTISKID PAINT 8550.050
SAMOLINE STARTING GRID (WHITE 8555.0050 or BLACK 555.0099)
COLORIFICIO SAMMARINESE SA (Matthew VAGNINI)
Via del Camerario 7 RSM-47891 Falciano
REPUBLICA DI SAN MARINO Tél. : (+378) 05 499 05 515
Fax : (+378) 05 499 08 453
export@colsam.com

09NS-SERIES W/B CIRCUIT MARKING PAINT
DREW PAINTS, INC. (Keith DiBrino) PO Box 29139,
Portland, Oregon 97296-9139
Tél. : (+1) 800 924 7874
kdibrino@drewpaints.com

RACE LINE
ORÉ PEINTURE (Edouard CHAMPALBERT)
ZAC du Bon Puits
F - 49480 St-Sylvain d’Anjou Tél. : (+33) 2 41 21 14 10
Fax : (+33) 2 41 21 14 18
e.champalbert@ore-peinture.fr c.dunaye@ore-peinture.fr